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Inuene of orrelations on moleular reognition
Hans Behringer, Friederike Shmid
Fakultät für Physik, Universität Bielefeld, D  33615 Bielefeld, Germany
The inuene of the pathiness and orrelations in the distribution of hydrophobi and polar residues
at the interfae between two rigid biomoleules on their reognition ability is investigated in idealised
oarse-grained lattie models. A general two-stage approah is utilised where an ensemble of probe
moleules is designed rst and the reognition ability of the probe ensemble is related to the free
energy of assoiation with both the target moleule and a dierent rival moleule in a seond step.
The inuene of orrelation eets are investigated using numerial Monte Carlo tehniques and
mean eld methods. Correlations lead to dierent optimum harateristi lengths of the hydrophobi
and polar pathes for the mutual design of the two biomoleules on the one hand and their reognition
ability in the presene of other moleules on the other hand.
PACS numbers: 87.15.-v, 87.15.Aa, 89.20.-a
I. INTRODUCTION
An understanding of the basi priniples of biomoleular reognition, that is the ability of a biomoleule to interat
seletively with another moleule in the presene of struturally similar rival moleules, is not only important from a
sienti point of view but also opens up a wide eld of potential biotehnologial appliations [1, 2, 3℄. The reognition
proess itself is governed by a omplex interplay of non-ovalent interations suh as salt bridges, hydrogen bonds,
van der Waals and hydrophobi interations. The typial intrinsi energy ontribution of suh an interation is of
the order of 1-2 kal/mol and is thus only slightly larger than the thermal energy k
B
T
room
= 0.62 kal/mol at room
temperature [4, 5℄. In order to stabilise a omplex of two proteins over a time long enough to ensure its biologial
funtion, many favourable interations have to be established to overome the entropi ost of the formation of the
omplex. Therefore, the two moleules have to omplement eah other at the ommon interfae with respet to shape
and interation partners [6℄. This priniple of omplementarity is losely related to the lok-and-key view of rigid
protein-protein reognition [7℄.
Moleular reognition results from an interplay of numerous ompeting and ooperating fators. Apart from the
senario of reognition between rigid proteins, reognition proesses where at least one of the biomoleules undergoes
onformational hanges are also numerous in nature. Suh reognition proesses are desribed by the indued t
sheme [8℄. To understand the reognition proess in full, one not only needs to onsider the stability of a single
spei omplex, but also the enounter of the two biomoleules in the heterogeneous environment of the ell. For
example, long-range eletrostati interations are believed to pre-orient the biomoleules so that the probability of
an enounter of the omplementary pathes on the two moleules upon ollision is inreased [2, 9℄. Another ritial
aspet is the ompetition due to the simultaneous presene of dierent moleules. The more the binding free energy
between omplementary biomoleules dier from the binding free energy to other moleules the lower is the risk of
misreognition.
The reognition problem of two biomoleules shows up in dierent disguises in nature. To gain insight into this
problem dierent approahes an be adopted. A detailed modelling (often on an atomisti level) of the biomoleules
that form a omplex gives many insights into the atual binding proess between two spei biomoleules. In drug
design doking methods allow the identiation of the drug moleule with the optimum binding anity for a known
biomoleule. A seond way to investigate the problem of moleular reognition is the use of oarse-grainedmodels. The
study of idealised oarse-grained and hene abstrat generi models with methods from statistial physis seems to be
partiularly adequate for an understanding of the basi ommon physial mehanisms that govern dierent reognition
proesses in the heterogeneous environment of a ell. The oarse-graining approah is based on a redution to the
most relevant degrees of freedom for moleular reognition whih helps to abstrat from ompliations due to the
intriate interplay of the involved types of interations so that the generi features nature exploits for reognition an
be identied [10℄. This approah has been adopted in the literature to analyse various aspets of biomoleular binding
and reognition for (almost) rigid and exible biomoleules in idealised model systems [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19℄.
On popular approah to study the basi priniples of moleular reognition onsists in investigating the adsorption
of heteropolymers on patterned surfaes. Biomoleular reognition is then viewed in a rst approximation as the
adsorption of a biopolymer on the surfae of another biopolymer. One major aspet addressed in this ontext deals
with the question, whether or not length sale mathing on the two polymers favours adsorption [20, 21, 22, 23, 24,
25, 26℄. Generally speaking it was found that the adsorption properties depend on the involved types of orrelations
and that statistially strutured surfaes (be it orrelated or antiorrelated ones) have an enhaned anity towards
2similarly strutured hains although an exat mathing of the orresponding orrelation lengths is not neessary. The
adsorption is followed by a seond freezing transition where the exible hain adjusts to the pattern of the surfae
whih neessitates a more preise mathing of the orrelation lengths. Bogner et al. [16℄ also addressed the role of
orrelations and found that biomoleular binding seems to be strongly inuened by small sale strutures suggesting
that loal struture elements are partiularly important for moleular reognition.
The present study is in some sense omplementary to those works. We investigate the inuene of orrelation
eets on moleular reognition within oarse-grained models that are speially designed to model the reognition
between almost rigid proteins. In partiular we fous on the role of the presene of ompeting rival moleules on the
reognition harateristis. In our model orrelations appear in the distribution of hydrophobi and polar residues on
the surfae of a biomoleule. These orrelations result in extended pathes of several hydrophobi and polar residues
on the surfae of the protein. The patterns of the atual target moleule and the rival moleules thereby exhibit the
same harateristi orrelation lengths. We then address the question about the optimum orrelation length of the
biomoleule that is supposed to reognise the target. All in all our analysis shows that a mathing of the patterns on
the surfaes is neessary to a ertain degree in order to get optimum seletivity. However, the preise way how the
orrelation lengths t to eah other depends on whether or not rival moleules are present, that is whether the isolated
binding proess or whether the atual reognition proess with rival moleules present is onsidered. We note also
that in a reent study the eet of orrelations that stem from the density of atoms on the surfae of a biomoleule
was onsidered in the ontext of onneted proteins in protein interation networks [27℄.
The present artile is organised in the following way. In the next setion our general approah to biomoleular
reognition of two rigid proteins in the presene of rival moleules is briey skethed (for a more detailed aount,
see [28, 29℄). In the subsequent setion III we disuss how orrelations in the distribution of hydrophobi and polar
residues an be inorporated into the model. In setions IV and V we then investigate the inuene of sequene
orrelations on moleular reognition by using Monte Carlo tehniques and mean eld approximations.
II. MODEL AND GENERAL APPROACH TO MOLECULAR RECOGNITION
In this work we use oarse-grained idealised model systems to investigate the reognition of two biomoleules.
Coarse-grained model systems ontain a limited number of degrees of freedom and hene the reognition problem
in its various disguises an not be aptured in its full sope. We limit our investigations to reognition proesses
that belong to the senario of rigid protein-protein reognition and onsider only the stabilisation of the omplex.
Dynamial aspets onerning the enounter of the two proteins in the ell and the formation of the omplex are
not inorporated. The generi model we use is built on observations of (universal) features of rigid protein-protein
reognition so that the physis whih dierent reognition proesses have in ommon is aptured in the model.
We apply a oarse-grained point of view on the level of both the sequene of the amino aids on the so-alled
reognition sites of biomoleules at the mutual interfae and the residue-residue interations stabilising the omplex.
The bakbones of the proteins are assumed to undergo no refolding during the assoiation proess. This is a justied
assumption for most protein-protein reognition proesses, although notable exeptions do exist [2, 3, 30℄. Motivated
by the observation that hydrophobiity is the major driving fore in moleular reognition [2, 9, 30, 31℄ we desribe the
type of the residue at the position i = 1, . . . , N of the reognition site by a binary variable [28, 29℄ where one of the two
values represents a hydrophobi residue and the other one a polar residue. Note, that an eigenvalue deomposition of
the Miyazawa-Jerniganmatrix leads to an approximate parameterisation of residue-residue interations by an Ising-like
energy term with disrete variables that an take on two distint values [32℄. This gives additional justiation to the
use of HP-models for the residue-residue interations. Denoting the type of the residue at position i of the reognition
site of one of the two moleules by σi ∈ {+1(hydrophobi),−1(polar)} the residue sequene on the reognition site
with N residues is then speied by σ = (σ1, . . . , σN ). Similarly the type of residue at position i of the reognition
site of the interation partner is speied by θ = (θ1, . . . , θN ) with θi ∈ {±1}.
We then model the energetis at the two-dimensional ontat interfae of the two biomoleules by
H
int
(σ, θ;S) = −ε
N∑
i=1
1 + Si
2
σiθi − J
∑
〈i,j〉
SiSj (1)
where the energy ontributions of the ontat between two residues aross the interfae are summed up. The variable
Si takes on the two disrete values ±1 and desribes the t of the shape of the moleules at position i of the interfae,
for a poor t, i. e. Si = −1, we assume no ontribution to the stabilising energy. The variable S models the inuene
of a (loal) rearrangement of the amino aid side hains on a mirosopi level when the omplex is formed [2, 9, 30℄.
Note that suh rearrangements are observed even if the tertiary strutures of the proteins remain unaltered upon
omplex formation. Apart from the diret ontat energy with strength ε the model Hamiltonian (1) ontains an
3additional ooperative interation term where the quality of a residue-residue ontat ouples to the struture in
its neighbourhood. This term has the eet that a loally good t at some position in the interfae inuenes its
neighbourhood [29℄.
In our idealised view of the interfae eah biomoleule ontributes with the same number N of oarse-grained
residues. This assumption is questionable for real interfaes, partiularly for urved interfaes dierent numbers of
amino aids appear [9℄. In Hamiltonian (1) a residue of one of the biomoleules interats preisely with one residue
on the other moleule. This simplied assumption is also not valid for real residues, in partiular as dierent amino
aids are of dierent sizes so that a large residue an interat with several smaller amino aids. However, one an
think of a general partition of the interfae in N ontat pathes of the same size on eah of the biomoleules where
larger amino aids ontribute to several pathes whereas small ones only to a few. A value of the hydrophobiity
an then be attributed to eah of the pathes on the biomoleules. Within suh a desription the (free) energies an
be approximated by the model (1). For the sake of simpliity, however, we stik to the expression residue in the
following disussions. We also note that solvation eets at the reognition sites and the assoiated entropy hanges
are ruial when the omplex of two biomoleules is formed [33, 34℄. In the adopted oarse-grained approah, however,
it is assumed that all these ontributions are of omparable size for all proteins under onsideration. Notie also that
by reduing the interations to the hydrophobi eet solvation eets are already partially inluded in HP-like models
(on a formal level due to integrating out the solvent degrees of freedom resulting in eetive interation onstants like
ε in (1)).
To study the reognition proess between two rigid proteins we adopt a two-stage approah. For a xed target
sequene σ(t) we rst design an ensemble of probe moleules θ at a design temperature 1/β
D
in suh a way that the
sequene θ should optimise the interfae energy. This design by equilibration leads to the distribution P (θ|σ(t)) =
1
Z
D
∑
S exp
(
−β
D
H(σ(t), θ;S)
)
. This rst step should mimi evolutionary proesses or the design of artiial moleules
in biotehnologial appliations. The quality of the design an be quantied by evaluating the average 〈K〉P (θ|σ(t))
of the overlap K =
∑
i σ
(t)
i θi of the sequene of the probe moleules with the previously xed target sequene. A
large 〈K〉P (θ|σ(t)) then signals a high omplementarity of the two reognition sites in regard to the atual reognition
proess of the two proteins. Notie that 〈K〉P (θ|σ(t)) is generally dependent on the partiular hosen target sequene
σ(t).
In a seond step the free energy dierene of assoiation at temperature 1/β is alulated for the interation of the
probe ensemble with the target moleule σ(t) on the one hand and a struturally dierent rival moleule σ(r) on the
other hand. In this step the free energy of the interation
F (θ|σ(α)) = −
1
β
ln
(∑
S
exp(−βH(σ(α), θ;S))
)
(2)
of the moleule σ(α), α ∈ {t (target), r (rival)}, with a partiular probe sequene θ has to be averaged with respet
to the distribution P (θ|σ(t)) giving F (α) =
〈
F (θ|σ(α))
〉
P (θ|σ(t))
. This leads nally to the free energy dierene
∆F (σ(t), σ(r)) = F (t) − F (r). In order to value the reognition ability of the system the free energy dierene ∆F is
then averaged over all possible target and rival sequenes on their respetive reognition sites:
[∆F ]σ(t),σ(r) =
∑
σ(t),σ(r)
W (t)(σ(t))W (r)(σ(r))∆F (3)
where the W (α) denote the distributions of the sequene of the target and rival moleules, respetively. A negative
[∆F ]σ(t),σ(r) then signals an overall preferential interation of the probe moleule with the target leading to the desired
seletivity of the reognition proess. In the following disussions square brakets indiate an average over all possible
target and rival sequenes whereas pointed brakets denote an average over the designed ensemble of probe moleules.
Our approah an be roughly illustrated by the tehnologially relevant ase of developing a drug moleule with a
high anity to a partiular protein. The target moleule of our terminology orresponds to a known protein whih
is responsible for a disease, for example, with a well-loated reognition site. Our design step then orresponds to
nding the most suitable drug moleule alled probe in our nomenlature. The subsequent testing step then models
the administration of the drug to an organism where additional proteins (rival moleules) are present apart form
the known protein the drug moleule is supposed to bind to, so that all theses proteins an ompete for the drug
moleules.
4III. INCORPORATING SEQUENCE CORRELATIONS
In Hamiltonian (1) only the energetis of the ontat interations of residues aross the interfae between the
two interating moleules is taken into aount. However, the residues that onstitute the reognition sites on the
proteins also interat with eah other, so that dierent sequenes result in dierent ontributions to the total energy.
Non-ovalent hydrophobi-polar ontats between neighbouring residues in the reognition sites, for example, lead to
unfavourable energy ontributions. As a onsequene pathes of several hydrophobi or polar residues are likely to
show up. Thus the probability of having a ertain type of residue at position i, say, in the reognition site depends
on the type of the residues in the neighbourhood of i, so that the sequenes are orrelated. Indeed the appearane of
pathes of residues of a similar hydrophobiity an be observed in the majority of protein-protein interfaes [35℄.
On a formal level, orrelations an be inorporated by introduing, apart from the ontat energy H
int
at the
interfae, an additional orrelation term H
or
to the Hamiltonian. Note that in priniple orrelation energies also
show up in the interior of the proteins and in turn indue orrelations on the surfae of the moleules. In this work,
however, we are only onerned with the interation between two proteins whih depends on the nature of the residues
that onstitute the reognition sites. We thus do not onsider these further distributions of interior (or other surfae)
residues expliitly.
Fousing on the sequene θ of the probe moleules for the disussion we onsider the following orrelation energy:
H
or
= −γ
p
∑
〈i,j〉
θiθj − µp
∑
i
θi. (4)
The rst sum extends over all neighbouring residues in ontat and hene represents the interations due to hydropho-
biity so that the assoiated parameter γ
p
thus ontrols the orresponding (nearest-neighbour) orrelations. These
orrelation interations lead to the formation of extended pathes of either hydrophobi or polar residues in the reog-
nition sites. The harateristi extensions of these pathes an be interpreted as a measure of the orrelation length
λ
p
. In the seond ontribution the hydrophobiity of the reognition site ouples to the parameter µ
p
whih therefore
ontrols the overall number of hydrophobi residues. The design step then gives the probability of a ertain probe
sequene θ for a given target sequene σ(t). This probability distribution for the probe ensemble is then generally
given by
P (θ|σ(t)) =
1
N
exp(−β
D
H
int
−H
or
) (5)
where N denotes the normalisation. In general this probability depends on the partiular sequene σ(t) of the
reognition site of the given target. Note that the ontributions from the orrelation energy are onsidered not to be
subjeted to thermal utuations as only the rearrangement variable S is assumed to equilibrate.
After the average over the probe ensemble has been arried out the free energy dierene ∆F (σ(t), σ(r)) for a
given target-rival pair depends on the parameters γ
p
and µ
p
. For the nal average over the possible target and rival
moleules sequenes with partiular orrelation properties are onsidered. Formally the orresponding probability
distributions for α ∈ {t (target), r (rival)} are given by
W (α)(σ(α)) ∼ exp(−H
or
(σ(α))) (6)
with assoiated parameters γα for the (nearest-neighbour) orrelations and µα for the overall hydrophobiity
Hα = Nhα =
[∑
i
σ
(α)
i
]
W (α)
. (7)
For the investigation of the inuene of sequene orrelations on moleular reognition in our model we adopted
the following strategy. For a xed pair of target and rival sequenes the probe ensemble will be generated for the
parameters γ
p
and µ
p
whih in turn determine the orrelation length λ
p
. Note that the generated probe moleules
are not perfet with respet to the target moleule due to evolutionary proesses leading to defets. Then the
reognition ability is assessed by evaluating the free energy dierene ∆F (σ(t), σ(r)) for the given target-rival pair.
This free energy dierene is then averaged over all possible target-rival pairs, where similarly to the probe moleule
the assoiated parameters γα and µα determine the orrelation lengths λα. By this approah the overall reognition
ability [∆F ]σ(t),σ(r) (λt, λr, λp) is hene omputed as a funtion of the orrelation lengths (and hydrophobiities) of
the target and rival moleules and of the predesigned probe moleules. For given orrelation lengths λ
t
and λ
r
of the
target and rival moleules, respetively, the orrelation length λ
p
of the probe moleules is then varied to nd the
optimum reognition ability.
5IV. UNCOOPERATIVE MODEL
The interation energy (1) at the interfae between the two proteins omprises apart form the diret ontat
ontributions due to hydrophobiity additional ooperative terms where the rearrangements of neighbouring amino
aid side hains ouple to eah other. In this setion we set the orresponding interation onstant J to zero and
onsider only the diret hydrophobi energy ontributions. The total Hamiltonian for the interfae energy between a
moleule with the sequene σ and the probe moleule θ thus reads
H(σ, θ;S) = H
int
+
1
β
H
orr
= −ε
N∑
i=1
1 + Si
2
σiθi −
γ
p
β
∑
〈i,j〉
θiθj −
µ
p
β
∑
i
θi. (8)
As the interation variable Si at position i does not ouple to the variables at other positions j 6= i of the interfae
the orresponding thermal average an be arried out resulting in an eetive Hamiltonian that depends only on the
sequene variables any more. Inluding the ontributions from the orrelation energies it is given by
H
e
(σ, θ) = −
ε
2
∑
i
σiθi −
γ
p
β
∑
〈i,j〉
θiθj −
µ
p
β
∑
i
θi + onst. (9)
Here we have used the fat that cosh(βεσiθi) = cosh(βε) for all hoies of σi and θi. The onstant in (9) is temperature
dependent, however, as we are only onerned with the eet of orrelations on the moleular reognition ability, we
x the temperature and thus an omit the onstant. The free energy for the interation between the sequenes
σ and θ is F (θ|σ) = − ε2
∑
i σiθi +
1
β
H
or
(θ) and an now be averaged over the possible probe sequenes that are
distributed aording to the probability P (θ|σ(t)) ∼ exp(−βH
e
(σ(t), θ)). Note that the design might be arried out
at a temperature β
D
whih is dierent from the temperature β at whih the seletivity is determined. However, we
are not interested in the eet of a temperature variation in this work and therefore hoose β
D
= β. The orrelation
energy H
or
does not expliitly depend on the sequene σ(α) and hene when omputing the free energy dierene
between the interation of the target moleule with the probe ensemble on the one hand and the interation of the
rival moleule with the probe ensemble on the other hand these orrelation ontributions anel and one ends up with
∆F (σ(t), σ(r)) = −
ε
2
∑
i
(σ
(t)
i − σ
(r)
i ) 〈θi〉P (θ|σ(t)) . (10)
The free energy dierene is hene determined by the dierene of the omplementarity of the probe ensemble with
the target sequene on the one hand and the omplementarity of the probe ensemble with the rival sequene on the
other hand. Note also that the free energy dierene exhibits a dependene on the orrelation parameters γ
p
and µ
p
(whih enter the distribution P and hene inuene the average hydrophobiity at position i of the reognition site
of the probe moleule) and thus on the orrelation length λ
p
.
To assess the overall reognition ability the free energy dierene (10) has to be averaged over all target and rival
sequenes whih are distributed with respet to (6) with orrelation Hamiltonians of the form (4). As the target and
the rival sequenes are independent of eah other, the averaged free energy dierene is therefore given by
[∆F ] = −
ε
2
∑
i
[
σ
(t)
i 〈θi〉P (θ|σ(t))
]
W (t)
+
ε
2
N [h
p
]W (t)hr (11)
= −
ε
2
[
〈K〉P (θ|σ(t))
]
W (t)
+
ε
2
N [h
p
]W (t)hr (12)
in terms of the omplementarity of the probe ensemble and hydrophobiities h
p
and h
r
of the probe and rival moleule,
respetively. The seond term originates from the interation of the probe moleules with the rival moleule. It is only
determined by the respetive hydrophobiities of the moleules and is independent of the struture elements related
to the hydrophobi and polar pathes of the reognition sites. Note that the hydrophobiity h
p
hinges on the sequene
of the target moleule. The rst term stems from interations of the probe moleule with the target moleule. This
term depends sensitively on an appropriate mathing of the struture elements on the reognition sites and is hene
diretly inuened by orrelation eets in the orresponding distributions of the hydrophobiity.
In the following subsetions we use two methods to arry out the remaining averages in (12), namely numerial
Monte Carlo tehniques and a mean eld approximation. Larsen et al. reported that basially two types of interfaes
appear in protein-protein omplexes [35℄. In the minority of omplexes the interfae has a hydrophobi ore whih
onsists of a single large path and whih is surrounded by a rim of polar interations with residual aessibility by
solvent moleules. For the majority of omplexes, however, the interfae is made up by a mixture of small hydrophobi
pathes and polar interations. We thus fous in the following disussions only on the situation where the orrelation
lengths of the target and rival moleule, respetively, are relatively small ompared to the extension of the interfae.
6A. Numerial results
The remaining averages in expression (12) of the free energy dierene  rst over the probe ensemble with
the distribution P (θ|σ(t)) and then over the target sequenes with the distribution W (t)  an be arried out
numerially by means of Monte Carlo methods. For a given target and rival sequene the quantities of interest
(averaged omplementarity and free energy dierene as a measure for seletivity) are omputed rst. Then the
nal average over the target sequenes with xed parameters γ
t
and µ
t
(and hene xed orrelation length λ
t
and
hydrophobiity h
t
) is evaluated. As we are interested in the reognition ability of the system if the rival moleule is
struturally very similar to the target moleule, the same orrelation parameters are used for the average over the
rival sequenes and thus one has in partiular h
r
= h
t
.
The probe moleules are designed for dierent orrelation parameters γ
p
. The probe sequene is optimised with
respet to the target sequene, thus we do not further restrit the hydrophobiity and therefore set µ
p
= 0. The
orrelation parameter γ
p
an therefore be diretly onverted into the orrelation length λ
p
. The (pseudo-) orrelation
length for reognition sites of a nite extension is omputed to be the average size of lusters that are made up of
neighbouring residues of the same type. In the following gures the shown orrelation length λ
p
is normalised in suh
a way that its maximum possible value is one for a system where the whole reognition site is made up of preisely
one luster with either hydrophobi or polar residues.
Alternatively the orrelation length of a nite system an be dened by the seond moment of an (appropriately
normalised) orrelation funtion [36℄. However, both denitions lead to the same qualitative behaviour of the orre-
lation length as a funtion of the varying orrelation parameters. The orrelation length inreases monotonially as
a funtion of the orrelation parameter γ
p
and saturates for suiently large values. Note also that in [37℄ the orre-
lations on a nite surfae where measured by a so-alled pathiness whih was dened to be basially the (suitably
normalised) expetation value of the orrelation energy
∑
〈ij〉 θiθj in terms of our notation and onvention.
For simpliity the systems onsidered for the Monte Carlo simulations are of regular retangular geometry and
ontain between 64 and 256 spin variables. Note that real reognition sites ontain typially 30-40 residues, however,
up to minor nite-size eets we nd the same qualitative behaviour for systems of dierent sizes. As indiated in
the introdution the energy ontribution ε of a non-ovalent bond is only slightly stronger than the thermal energy
at physiologial onditions. We therefore typially hoose βε ≥ O(1). In the following results we disuss the system
with βε = 1 if not stated otherwise.
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FIG. 1: Average omplementarity of the probe ensemble with βε = 1 as a funtion of the orrelation length for targets with
dierent hydrophobiities (solid lines, from top to bottom, h
t
= 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2 and 0.1, the urve for h
t
= 0.0 is not shown
as it is hardly distinguishable from the one with h
t
= 0.1 in the displayed range of λ
p
). The orrelation length of the targets is
xed to the value indiated by the blak irle (λ
t
= 0.263, orresponding e. g. to γ
t
= 0.4 for h
t
= 0.0). The optimum of the
omplementarity is slightly shifted to larger orrelation lengths on the probe moleule. For the dashed urves βε = 1.5 and 2.0
(from the bottom up), again with h
t
= 0.5.
Consider a system with targets and rivals whose orrelation length is relatively small so that the reognition sites
onsist of a relatively large number of rather small hydrophobi and polar pathes. We investigated systems with
hydrophobiities ranging from h
t/r
= 0.0 to h
t/r
= 0.5 and orrelation lengths between λ
t/r
= 0.2 and λ
t/r
= 0.35
(note that the unorrelated system with γ
t/r
= 0.0 orresponds to a orrelation length larger than the minimum
length λ
t/r
= 1/L for a system with linear extension L due to nite size eets). For all the systems we nd the same
qualitative behaviour, we therefore disuss exemplarily the system with L = 16 and λ
t/r
= 0.263 in the following.
7In gure 1 the average omplementarity of the designed probe moleules is shown as a funtion of varying orrelation
length λ
p
of the reognition site of the probe moleules for dierent hydrophobiities of the target moleules. It has
to be noted rst, that the omplementarity (as well as the seletivity, whih is disussed below) is rst enhaned by
inreasing orrelations, reahes an optimum and nally dereases again. The probe moleules are expeted to have a
maximum omplementarity if the pathes of hydrophobi and polar residues on the target are mathed by orrespond-
ing pathes on the probe. However, the optimisation of the probe ensemble is arried out at a nite temperature
and therefore thermal utuations limit the omplementarity due to defets in the distribution of the interation
partner as the pathes fray out at their boundaries. The position of the maximum of the average omplementarity,
that orresponds to the optimum hoie of the orrelation length of the probe moleules, is shifted to slightly larger
values ompared to the xed orrelation length of the target moleule. This signals the fat that a slightly larger
orrelation length ompensates the appearane of defets in the boundaries of the pathes during the design step and
thus inreases the omplementarity. This eet is less pronouned if the temperature is dereased as defets appear
more seldom. Notie also that the average omplementarity tends to the xed hydrophobiity h
t
of the target in the
limit λ
p
→ 1 as in this ase the reognition site of the probe is made up of hydrophobi residues only (ompare gure
2).
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FIG. 2: The omplementarity [〈K〉] /N and the free energy dierene [∆F ] /N as a funtion of the orrelation length of the probe
moleules. The orrelation lengths of the target and rival moleules are xed to the value shown by the irle (λ
t
= λ
r
= 0.263),
the orresponding hydrophobiities are h
t
= h
r
= 0.5 (solid line) and 0.4 (dashed line). Compared to the optimum for the
design of the probe moleules, the optimum of the reognition ability is learly shifted to smaller values of the orrelation length
on the probe moleule (optima indiated by arrows for h
t
= 0.5). Additionally, the omplementarity of the probe ensemble
with respet to the rival moleules is shown for h
t
= 0.4 (dotted line). Notie that the system for the shown data has a linear
extension L = 16 and hene the minimum possible orrelation length is λ
p
≈ 0.06, the unorrelated system with γ
p
= 0 has
λ
p
≈ 0.16.
For the unooperative model (1) of the diret ontat energy at the interfae between the biomoleules the free energy
dierene is determined by the dierene in the omplementarity of the probe ensemble with respet to the target
moleules and the rival moleules, respetively (ompare relation (10)). In gure 2 (upper part) the omplementarity
with the rival moleules is shown in omparison with the one with respet to the target as a funtion of the orrelation
length λ
p
. The probe ensemble is always more omplementary to the target, with respet to whih it has been
optimised during the design step. For an inreasing orrelation length on the probe moleule the omplementarity
with respet to the rival sequene is inreased until it nally reahes the maximum possible value for λ
p
→ 1. In
this ase the probe is not strutured any more and hene annot disriminate between dierent sequenes any more.
In gure 3 the distribution D(K) of the omplementarity parameter with respet to the target and with respet to
the rival moleules (averaged over all target and rival sequenes) are ompared for two dierent orrelation lengths.
For probe moleules with small struture elements with a harateristi length in the proximity of the optimum value
the two distributions are well separated and hene the probe an disriminate the two moleules. For inreasing
orrelation length and hene diminishing struturing of the probe moleules the two distributions approah eah other
and therefore seletivity is dereased. This omes along with a broadening of the distributions when going away from
orrelation lengths that orrespond to the optimum onditions for the seletivity. For λ
p
→ 1 to two distributions
beome eventually idential. Similarly, the two distributions are onverging towards eah other when the orrelation
length is dereased to the minimum possible value.
Figure 2 shows the free energy dierene of the interation of the probe moleules in a system with target and rival
moleules, again as a funtion of the orrelation length of the probe moleules. Note that the hydrophobiity h
p
in (12)
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FIG. 3: Distribution of the omplementarity of the probe ensemble with respet to the target moleules (solid line) and the
rival moleules (shaded urve) for dierent orrelation lengths on the reognition site of the probe moleules. On the left hand
side the orrelation length λ
p
= 0.25, on the right hand side λ
p
= 0.75. The hydrophobiities of the target and rival moleules
are h
t
= h
r
= 0.4, the orrelation lengths are λ
t
= λ
r
= 0.263 in eah ase.
exhibits a dependene on λ
p
. For λ
p
→ 1 the free energy dierene has to vanish as the probe moleule onsists only
of amino aids of the same lass in this ase and hene it an not distinguish on average between dierent sequenes
any more. The minimum of the free energy dierene orresponds to a system with optimum reognition ability. The
numerial results show that for reognition sites of the target with an exess of hydrophobi residues the optimum of
the reognition ability is learly shifted to smaller values of the orrelation length ompared to the appearane of the
optimum in the design of the probe moleules. The reason for this shift lies in the fat that the struture elements of
the reognition sites inuene the ontributions of the target-probe interations to the free energy dierene whereas
the rival-probe interations do not feel these struture elements. A smaller orrelation length implies the appearane
of an inreased number of smaller pathes on the reognition site of the probe moleule and hene an entropi benet
for the interation with the target due to more possible ways to align eah other favourably. This eet does not
ontribute to the free energy for the rival-probe interations as it is insensitive to a mathing of struture elements
(ompare relation (12) and the disussion there). The emergene of the shift of the optimum orrelation length also
means that the design of the probe moleules has not to be arried out as eetively as one might expet naively.
Therefore the system is at liberty to arry out the design not at the possible optimum way without losing the optimum
reognition ability.
Interestingly this shift of the optimum orrelation length depends on the value of the hydrophobiity of the target
and rival moleule. Figure 4 shows that the shift vanishes for reognition sites with the same number of hydrophobi
and polar residues (as is lear form relation (12)) and inreases with inreasing hydrophobiity. Note that in nature
reognition sites with dierent hydrophobiities show up for proteins with dierent biologial funtion. In enzyme-
inhibitor omplexes one typially nds largely hydrophobi interfaes whereas the hydrophobiity in antibody-antigen
interfaes is signiantly lowered [9, 30℄.
Although the reognition sites in real systems show always extended pathes of either hydrophobi or polar amino
aids [35℄ we briey disuss systems where no nearest neighbour orrelations appear in the distribution of the residues
on the target and rival moleule. As a onsequene the reognition site is rather diuse on average onerning
the distribution of hydrophobi and polar residues. The hydrophobiity of the orresponding reognition sites is
nevertheless xed to a ertain value and the orrelation length due to nearest neighbour orrelations is varied on the
reognition site of the probe moleules to nd the optimum seletivity. The results for dierent hydrophobiities are
depited in gure 5. The orrelation parameter at whih the optimum omplementarity of the probe moleules with
respet to the target moleules shows up depends on the hydrophobiity of the target and is shifted to values larger
than zero for positive hydrophobiities. In this ase the probe moleules prefer a orrelated, i. e. path-strutured
surfae although the target surfae is unorrelated and thus unstrutured. The free energy, on the other hand, has
always its optimum for unorrelated probe moleules. So again the design need not be arried out in the optimal way,
but orrelations will not enhane seletivity as in the ase of orrelated targets and rivals.
Finally we ompare our results to the ndings of the work by Lukatsky and Shakhnovih who investigated the inu-
ene of orrelated density distributions at the interfae between biomoleules [27℄. From their study they dedued that
the presene of orrelations is a basi priniple for reognition between proteins and lead to an enhaned probability
to nd suh interfaes as hub-hub interations in protein-protein networks. In our work we onsider orrelations in
the distribution of hydrophobi and polar residues within the surfae of the biomoleules. We basially reah the
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FIG. 4: The shift of the optimum value of the orrelation length for the reognition ability ompared to the optimum value for
the omplementarity as a funtion of the hydrophobiity of the target (note that h
t
= h
r
). Instead of error bars some of the
results from the Monte Carlo runs (open irles) are shown together with the results of the analysis of the data (full irles).
The dashed urve is a quadrati t to the data (see disussion in setion IVB).
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FIG. 5: The omplementarity [〈K〉] /N and the free energy dierene [∆F ] /N as a funtion of the orrelation parameter γ
p
and
of the orrelation length λ
p
, respetively, of the probe moleules. The orrelation parameters of the target and rival moleules
are set to zero, the orresponding hydrophobiities are xed to the values h
r
= h
t
= 0.5 (solid urve), 0.25 (dashed line) and 0.0
(dotted line). The free energy dierene has an optimum for the orrelation parameter γ
p
= 0.0, the optimum omplementarity,
however, is shifted to larger values.
same onlusions as Lukatsky and Shakhnovih. The orresponding orrelations lead to lower binding energies for
moderately orrelated interfaes as is indiated by the inrease of the averaged omplementarity as shown in gures
1 and 2. This points to a universal importane of (dierent) orrelation eets to ensure the neessary speiity of
reognition proesses. Our approah ontains an additional design step where the two reognising proteins are opti-
mised with respet to eah other. Note that the expression design has been used in [27℄ to refer to the emergene
of orrelations.
B. Mean eld approximation
The averages in expression (12) of the free energy dierene an not be evaluated analytially, however, progress an
be made by applying a mean eld approximation. Introduing the variable ki =
µ
p
β
+ ε2σ
(t)
i the eetive Hamiltonian
that desribes the distribution of the sequene of the probe moleules after the design step has been arried out is
given by
H
e
(σ, θ) = −
γ
p
β
∑
〈i,j〉
θiθj −
∑
i
kiθi (13)
10
dropping an irrelevant temperature-dependent onstant. The variable ki an be interpreted as a random variable
whose probability is determined by the distribution W (t) of the target sequene. The system an therefore be viewed
as a random eld Ising model. The mean eld treatment in the form of the equivalent neighbour approximation
amounts to replaing H
e
by
H
(MF)
e
(σ, θ) = −
γ
p
2Nβ
(∑
i
θi
)2
−
∑
i
kiθi. (14)
The expetation value 〈θi〉P (θ|σ(t)) in (11) is then given by the derivative
〈θi〉P (θ|σ(t)) = −
1
N
∂
∂ki
G
e
(15)
where the eetive free energy G
e
is related to the Hamiltonian H
(MF)
e
by
G
e
= −
1
β
lnZ
e
(16)
with Z
e
=
∑
θ exp(−βH
(MF)
e
). The eetive partition funtion Z
e
an be alulated in the large N limit by rst
using the identity
exp
( a
2N
x2
)
=
+∞∫
−∞
dy
√
Na
2pi
exp
(
−
Na
2
y2 + axy
)
, (17)
(with a > 0) so that the variable x :=
∑
i θi appearing quadratially in the Boltzmann fator of Ze is linearised
and hene the summation over θ an by arried out. The prie to pay for this linearisation is the introdution of the
auxiliary variable y. Omitting irrelevant prefators the eetive partition funtion is then given by
Z
e
∼
+∞∫
−∞
dy exp (NA(y, k)) (18)
with the argument
A(y, k) = −
γ
p
2
y2 +
1
N
∑
i
ln cosh (γ
p
y + βki) (19)
where k denotes the onguration (k1, . . . , kN ). The Laplae method allows an asymptoti evaluation of (18) in the
large N limit leading to
G
e
= NA(y0, k) = −N
γ
p
2
y20 +
∑
i
ln cosh (γ
p
y0 + βki) (20)
with the so-alled mean eld y0 determined by the saddle point equation
y0 =
1
N
∑
i
tanh (γ
p
y0 + βki) . (21)
Note that the mean eld depends expliitly on the sequene σ(t) of the reognition site of the target. Having omputed
an expression for the eetive free energy G
e
one an now alulate the desired average
〈θi〉P (θ|σ(t)) = −
1
N
∂
∂ki
G
e
= tanh
(
γ
p
y0 + µp +
βε
2
σ
(t)
i
)
. (22)
Additionally one has
∑
i 〈θi〉P (θ|σ(t)) = Ny0 so that the mean eld gives the expetation value of the hydrophobiity
of the probe ensemble. The free energy dierene (12) is then generally given by
∆F = −
ε
2
[∑
i
σ
(t)
i tanh
(
γ
p
y0 + µp +
βε
2
σ
(t)
i
)]
W (t)
+
ε
2
Nh
r
[y0]W (t) (23)
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where averages over the target and the rival sequenes still have to be arried out.
Starting from expression (23) these averages an be arried out numerially. The mean eld y0, that is determined
by the saddle point equation (21), expliitly depends on the target sequene σ(t) and hene one has of the order
of e
N
saddle point equations for a system with N residues. A partiular onguration σ(t), however, ontains Σ(+)
hydrophobi residues and Σ(−) polar ones. For suh a onguration the saddle point equation is given impliitly by
the equation
y0(Σ
(+),Σ(−)) =
Σ(+)
N
tanh
(
γ
p
y0 + µp +
βε
2
)
+
Σ(−)
N
tanh
(
γ
p
y0 + µp −
βε
2
)
. (24)
and hene the mean eld depends only on the numbers (Σ(+),Σ(−)) for a given onguration. This observation
drastially redues the number of saddle point equations. The remaining equations an be solved using omputer
algebra programmes, the average with respet to the distribution W (t) an be arried out afterwards. A distribution
W (t) of the form (6) an be expressed in terms of the density of states Ω(Σ(+),Σ(−), E) speifying the number of
target ongurations that are ompatible with the marosopi parameters Σ(+),Σ(−) and E, where E denotes the
orrelation energy. For fairly small systems this density of states an be alulated exatly by suitable enumeration
algorithms [38℄, for large systems eetive Monte Carlos tehniques an be applied [39, 40, 41℄.
The mean eld treatment reprodues the qualitative results of the numerial investigations disussed in subsetion
IVA. For instane, the omplementarity of the probe ensemble and the free energy dierene as a measure of the
reognition ability of the probe-target system in the presene of a rival moleule an now be worked out as a funtion of
the orrelation parameter γ
p
. Again a harateristi shift of the optimum orrelation parameter and hene orrelation
length for the two quantities an be observed in aordane with the above disussed numerial Monte Carlo ndings.
The mean eld result an be used to onsider the ase of a small orrelation parameter γ
p
(with µ
p
= 0) in more
details. The impliit saddle point equation (24) an be expanded into a power series in γ
p
and solved up to oder γ2
p
.
This gives
y0 = htA+ γphtB + γ
2
p
C1 (25)
with the numerial onstants being A = tanh(βε/2), B = tanh(βε/2)seh2(βε/2) and C1 = B(ht − h3
t
sinh2(βε/2)).
Note that y0 still depends on the partiular sequene σ
(t)
of the target through the dependeny on the hydrophobiity
h
t
= h
t
(σ(t)) = 1/N
∑
i σ
(t)
i = (2Σ
(+) −N)/N . Using (25) the omplementarity of the probe ensemble averaged over
all possible target sequenes an be omputed up to order γ2
p
giving
1
N
[
〈K〉P (θ|σ(t))
]
W (t)
= A+ γ
p
[h2
t
]B + γ2
p
[h2
t
]C2 (26)
with C2 = B(1 − sinh
2(βε/2)). The omplementarity is determined in this limit by the seond moment of the
hydrophobiity distribution of the target moleules and hene diretly feels the struture of the hydrophobi and
polar pathes on the reognition site of the target. For suiently large βε this expression has a maximum at a
orrelation parameter γK = −B/(2C2). Note that the position of the maximum is independent of the properties of
the distribution W (t) of the target sequenes in the onsidered situation of a small orrelation parameter for the probe
moleules, in partiular it is independent of the hosen hydrophobiity of the target moleules. The numerial Monte
Carlo data shown in gure 1 seem to be in aordane with this observation  the data is shown as a funtion of the
orrelation length, the maximum shows up at a fairly small orrelation length and hene a small orrelation parameter.
The position where the maximum appears is shifted to smaller values of the orrelation parameter and thus orrelation
length for inreased βε. This is again onrmed by the numerial data in gure 1. Similarly the free energy dierene
an be work out as a seond order Taylor polynomial in γ
p
. It shows a minimum at a orrelation parameter γF . The
shift ∆γ
p
= γK − γF an be expressed in terms of the moments of the distribution of the hydrophobi residues on the
reognition sites of the target and the rival moleules, respetively:
∆γ
p
∼ −
B
(
[h2
t
]− [h
t
][h
r
]
)
2 (C2[h2
t
]− C1[hr])
+
B
2C2
(27)
Note that C1 depends on [ht]. For the speial ase where the two types of moleules exhibit the same distribution
one has [h
t
] = [h
r
] = [h]. The shift is then dominated by ∆γ
p
∼ [h]2 in the asymptoti limit of small values of the
hydrophobiity [h]. Assuming a linear relation between the orrelation length λ
p
and the orrelation parameter γ
p
in the parameter range where the shift appears  an assumption whih should be valid if the shift is small  one
also has ∆λ
p
∼ [h]2. The numerial Monte Carlo data in gure 4 are onsistent with this observation, although it
should be stressed that the quality of the shown numerial data is not good enough to dedue reliable quantitative
statements.
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The mean eld treatment has been used in this setion to get an expression for the dependene of the shift of the
optimum orrelation lengths for the omplementarity and the seletivity as a funtion of the hydrophobiity of the
target and rival moleules, respetively. To this end, an expansion in the orrelation parameter γ
p
had been arried
out, subsequently an average over the orrelated target and rival moleules was performed. The oeients of the
series in γ
p
therefore basially depend on the moments of the hydrophobiity distribution of these moleules. It has
to be noted in this ontext that the power series in γ
p
is only an asymptoti one as for the limit γ
p
→ 0 the Hubbard-
Stratonovih transformation (17) annot be applied. Nevertheless, the mean eld treatment gives reasonable results
for the system with orrelated target and rival moleules as the optima of the omplementarity and the seletivity
show up at non-zero values of the orrelation parameter γ
p
. In the ase of unorrelated target and rival moleules,
however, this is not the ase (ompare gure 5) and thus the mean eld treatment in the disussed framework is not
appliable.
V. MODEL OF DOMINANT COOPERATIVITY
In the previous setion the onstant J of the ooperative interation term in (1) has been set to zero so that only the
diret ontat interations due to the hydrophobi eet ontribute. In this setion the inuene of these additional
terms is taken into aount. This is done by onsidering the ase where the ooperative interations dominate over
the diret ontat interations. In [29℄ it has been argued that the Hamiltonian an be approximated by
H
int
(σ, θ; s) = −ε
1 + s
2
N∑
i=1
σiθi (28)
in this ase with the new (global) interation variable s taking on the two possible values ±1. Summing out the
variable s and dropping irrelevant onstants one ends up with the eetive Hamiltonian
H
e
= −
ε
2
∑
i
σiθi −
1
β
ln cosh
(
βε
2
∑
i
σiθi
)
(29)
for the sequene θ of the probe moleule interating with a moleule whose sequene at its reognition site is speied
by σ. Inorporating the orrelation terms (4) the two stage approah to alulate the reognition ability for a system
with partiular sequenes for the target and rival moleules an be arried out. The free energy dierene for the
interation of the probe moleules with the target and the rival moleules, respetively, is then given by
[∆F ] = −
ε
2


〈∑
i
σ
(t)
i θi
〉
P (θ|σ(t))


W (t)
+
ε
2
N [h
p
]W (t)hr (30)
−
1
β


〈
ln cosh
(
βε
2
∑
i
σ
(t)
i θi
)〉
P (θ|σ(t))


W (t)
+
1
β


〈
ln cosh
(
βε
2
∑
i
σ
(r)
i θi
)〉
P (θ|σ(t))


W (t),W (r)
. (31)
The remaining averages in this expression of the free energy dierene an again be worked out by means of Monte
Carlo simulations. In gure 6 the omplementarity of the probe ensemble together with the free energy dierene
is depited as a funtion of the orrelation length of the probe moleules. Again the hydrophobiity of the target
and rival moleules is xed, the hydrophobiity of the probe ensemble is unrestrited (i. e. µ
p
= 0) and adjusts itself
during the design step. The data reveal again a shift in the optimum orrelation length for the reognition ability
ompared to the optimum value for the omplementarity, although this shift is somehow less pronouned ompared
to the model with J = 0. Thus the ndings for the unooperative model are reprodued qualitatively for the model
with additional ooperative interations. Nevertheless a minor dierene is visible. Whereas the optimum orrelation
length with respet to the omplementarity of the probe moleules is learly shifted to a larger value ompared to
the xed orrelation length of the target moleule in the ase of the unooperative model (ompare gure 1), the
optimum appears (within the auray of the numeris) at the same orrelation length for the model with dominant
ooperativity. This is due to the fat, that the ooperative interations lead to the formation of extended pathes of
good ontats [29℄ and thus to an eetive redution of the appearane of defets in the design step, whih an also be
seen from the fat that the average omplementarity at the optimum orrelation length is larger for the ooperative
model (see gures 1 and 6). Thus defets need not be ompensated by slightly extending the size of the hydrophobi
and polar pathes due to orrelation eets.
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FIG. 6: The omplementarity [〈K〉] /N and the free energy dierene [∆F ] /N of the system with dominant ooperative
interations as a funtion of the orrelation length of the probe moleules. The orrelation lengths of the target and rival
moleules are xed to the value shown by the irle, the orresponding hydrophobiities are h
r
= h
t
= 0.5 (solid line) and
h
r
= h
t
= 0.0 (dashed line). The optimum orrelation length for the reognition ability is learly shifted to a value below the
optimum value for the design of the probe ensemble for the interfae with non-zero hydrophobiity.
As in the ase of the unooperative model (8) the distribution funtion of the omplementarity parameter of the
probe ensemble with respet to the target and rival moleules, respetively, an be investigated. The orresponding
urves in gure 7 reveal that one ends up with the same qualitative results as in the ase of the unooperative model.
Note that the two distributions are well separated from eah other and that the distribution of the omplementarity
with the target moleules is fairly narrow for the orrelation length that orresponds to a large omplementarity and
seletivity. The width of the distribution of the omplementarity with the target is fairly redued ompared to the
width of the distribution for the unooperative model (ompare gure 3)
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FIG. 7: Distribution of the omplementarity of the probe ensemble with respet to the target moleules (solid line) and the
rival moleules (shaded urve) for dierent orrelation lengths on the reognition site of the probe moleules within the model
of dominant ooperativity (28). On the left hand side the orrelation length λ
p
= 0.25, on the right hand side λ
p
= 0.75. The
hydrophobiities are h
t
= h
r
= 0.4, the orrelation lengths of the target and rival moleules are λ
t
= λ
r
= 0.263 in eah ase.
In priniple the same numerial analysis of the reognition ability an be arried out for arbitrary values of the
ooperative interation onstant J in (1) although in this ase an expression like (30) for the free energy an not be
worked out and thus the numerial eort is muh inreased. The free energy an be omputed, for example, from the
density of states that an be evaluated by means of suitable Monte Carlo methods [39, 40, 41, 42℄. As we expet the
qualitative physial behaviour not to hange, we do not proeed with suh systems in this work.
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VI. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In previous studies we developed oarse-grained lattie models to analyse statistial properties of moleular reog-
nition proesses between rigid biomoleules suh as proteins [10, 28, 29℄. The general approah onsists of two stages,
where a design of probe moleules with respet to a given target moleule is arried out rst. Afterwards the reogni-
tion ability of the probe moleules in an heterogeneous environment with rival moleules is evaluated. Note that the
design step is arried out in absene of rival moleules whereas the testing step inludes rival moleules that are stru-
turally dierent from the target, but ompete with them for the probe moleules. In the present work we extended
our previous models and inorporated sequene orrelations into our oarse-grained Hamiltonian of the interations
aross the interfae of the two proteins. These orrelations aet the distribution of hydrophobi and polar residues
on the surfaes of the proteins. We investigated the extended models by numerial Monte Carlo simulations and by
mean eld methods. Both approahes lead to the same qualitative results. In partiular we omputed the orrelation
length at whih the optimum of the omplementarity of the design step appears. The free energy dierene, that
speies the seletivity of the target-probe interation in the presene of rival moleules, shows an optimum at a
orrelation length that is dierent from the one orresponding to the optimum of the design step. This shift opens up
the opportunity to arry out the design slightly away from the optimum possible way without losing seletivity. This
might be relevant in the ontext of harmful eets due to point mutations during evolution whih our design step is
intended to mimi. In priniple it should be possible to hek the appearane of two dierent orrelation lengths for
the reognition sites of the two proteins that form a omplex from experimental strutural data. However, we do not
know of a orresponding study of this issue.
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